
Commercial Illustration Project Two

High Contrast Illustrations
Universal Product Codes (UPC) are ubiquitous graphic elements that are found on packages, publications, and 
pretty much every manufactured object. While there are specific requirements for these codes to function properly, 
there are also opportunities to develop these codes into interesting graphics that can add appeal to consumer 
packaging.

For this project, you will illustrate a series of black and white, vector-based illustrations that are developed around 
the form of the UPC Symbol. 

Process
1. Create three illustrations that seamlessly incorporate a UPC symbol

-use the templates provided on the class homepage
-observe the barcode restrictions that are included in this handout
-barcodes must be created in black on a white background. No shades of grey or screening can be 
incorporated into the design 

2. Plan your graphics for specific products
-consider what imagery/concepts might be suitable for particular packaging
-you may consult found photographic imagery for elements of your design
-do not use clip art/illustrations of any kind for source material
-thoroughly document your process with contact sheets, sketches and drawings
-overall illustration/concept must be original

3. Explore Illustrator Path and Object Tools
-use tracing paper and pencil to develop linear/graphic form. Don’t work too small, draw at a large size 
-enlarge, reduce, crop, combine images. Use repetition/practice to build fluidity in the image.
-transfer pencil image to computer and build vector based graphic in Illustrator.
-use digital tools such as the pen tool and pathfinder palette to complete your designs
-do not use live trace

4. Research/Project Development
 -Research. Analyze the design problem, research subject and audience, outline methodology

-Brainstorm. Make lists of contrasting concepts, explore visual analogies, create spider diagrams
-Sketching. Create thumbnail sketches of potential solutions to the problem
-Gather visual information to complete project. Take care that image research doesn’t lead to plagiarism 
-Create comprehensives, proofing, editing, variations towards final

Final Presentation 
Use Illustrator to complete assignment.

-Final presentation will be of three UPC barcodes. Pay close attention to restrictions outlined above. 
-Present each barcode design at 100% (according to the international guidelines) and also at 400%
-Print out all designs on one 11x17” sheet of paper and flush-mount on black foamcore
-Cover with stiff paper cover flap. Label back of your work
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    Schedule

Feb 20  Project Introduction. 
   Homework:  Brainstorm. Draw 50 Thumbnail Sketches. 

Feb 22  Due Today: Sketches, notes
   Individual Critiques. Work Day.
   
Feb 27  Due Today: Group Critique of Pencil Comps.
   Work Day.

Mar 1  Work Day.
   Homework:  Complete full-scale, digital comps of barcodes. Barcodes must be printed in black and 

white at 100 and 500 percent scale before class

Mar 6  Due Today: Three Comprehensives. Group Critique. 
   Work Day.

Mar 8  Work Day.
   Homework:  Prepare final compositions for submission

Mar 13   Due Today: Three barcodes due. Submit Workbooks, with clear evidence of source material, process, 
for grading.

your image is our business
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Of the many varieties of barcodes, the UPC (Universal Product Code) is the most common. 
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*Barcodes may be truncated to a reduced height. We do not recommend less than .5”  high.
The width should remain as shown above in “suggested clear zone” and never less than the “minimum clear zone”.
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UPC A Barcode Size Standards

The UPC A barcode represents the GTIN-12, which consists of 12 numbers that identify an individual product.  
The UPC can be reduced to 80% and can be increased up to 200% without significantly jeopardizing reliable 
scanning. The “clear zone”or “clear area” to the left and right of the code is necessary to prevent scanners 
from erroneously picking up background artifacts that can cause scanning failures. It is always best to print 
barcodes as 100% black on a white field. Other color combinations can work but the precise color combina-
tion should be thoroughly tested in retail scanning environment before proceeding. If you are not sure of the 
precise scanning environment, stick with black on white.Never print a BARCODE in red, it will not be recog-
nized by many types of scanners .

NOTE: Many companies are choosing to convert their domestic UPC A format to the International EAN13 standard.
Please ask for Dion conversion documentation to determine if this is the right path for your company.

If your company needs to obtain a certi�ed manufacturing code or you seek additional information regarding the process,
please go to:     http://www.gs1us.org/      or    http://www.barcodehq.com/upcnumber.html


